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Abstract
The α′2 deformation of D = 10 SYM is the natural generalisation of the F 4 term in the abelian
Born-Infeld theory. It is shown that this deformation can be extended to α′4 in a way which
is consistent with supersymmetry. The latter requires the presence of higher-derivative and
commutator terms as well as the symmetrised trace of the Born-Infeld α′4 term.
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1
1 Introduction
We consider the problem of deforming ten-dimensional maximally supersymmetric Yang-Mills
theory by higher-order corrections (controlled by α′ in string theory) while preserving super-
symmetry. The (unique) lowest-order correction, which occurs at order α′2, is in accord with
the symmetrised trace Born-Infeld prescription [1], but it has been known for many years that
this is not the whole story [2]. Indeed, there is a term at α′3 that is not present in the abelian
theory [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9], a fact that can be understood from the point of view of spinorial
cohomology [10] and also because it is the full superspace integral of the Konishi superfield
[7] which vanishes in the abelian limit. The purpose of the current paper is to extend the α′2
term to the next order, i.e. α′4.1 This is already a non-trivial task and, although string theory
considerations suggest that this should be possible, until now there has not been a proof that it
can be done.2 The only result at order α′4 in D = 10 is the computation of the purely bosonic
terms in the action carried out in [15], although some fully supersymmetric α′4 terms were writ-
ten down for D = 4, N = 4 SYM in [7]. The reason for the complications is that, although
the α′2-correction is given by a symmetrised ordering of fields, so that the calculations at this
order almost follow the abelian case, these will give rise to terms at order α′4 involving nested
symmetric products of the form Sym (AB Sym(CDE)), where A,B,C,D,E are SYM fields.
Now Sym (AB Sym(CDE)) 6= Sym(ABCDE); in fact, they differ by terms that involve two
and four commutators of A,B,C,D,E. This means that at this order the non-abelian nature
of the gauge-group (which we take to be U(k)) really manifests itself.
The α′2 deformation of SYM is very special. It is the only single trace (i.e. arising at tree level
in string theory) invariant that cannot be easily extended to all orders in α′. The reason is
that all other single trace invariants one can add to the action can be written as full superspace
integrals [7, 11], i.e. integrals over all 16 odd coordinates of the superspace. Such an expression
is manifestly supersymmetric and, although adding a deformation like this changes the equations
of motion (and the invariants are on-shell invariants, i.e. defined modulo lowest order equations
of motion), these changes are accounted for order by order by other terms that are also full
superspace integrals.
In the case of an abelian gauge-group the α′2-correction can be completed to all orders in α′ and
gives rise to supersymmetric Born-Infeld. It is the p = 9 case of the action for a single Dp-brane
[12, 13, 14] in flat IIB superspace. In the non-abelian case it should give rise to something
that might be called ”non-abelian supersymmetric Born-Infeld” since it is the minimal invariant
that includes abelian Born-Infeld. The name is perhaps a bit misleading as we will see that
terms involving derivatives of the fields have to be included. In particular, terms that reduce
to higher-derivative terms in the abelian case decouple and are therefore absent in the standard
supersymmetric Born-Infeld approximation.
Let us note that the fact that higher derivative terms have to be included to get a supersymmet-
ric action (as noted already in [15]) is also the reason why many other attempts at constructing
an action for coincident D-branes have not been so successful. In the abelian case the supersym-
metric Born-Infeld action can be nicely derived using the superembedding formalism [16, 17],
where kappa-symmetry is interpreted as worldvolume supersymmetry (for a review see [18]).
This approach has been extended to the non-abelian case by including boundary fermions (rep-
resenting Chan-Paton factors) for the string [19, 20, 21]. The boundary fermions are treated as
1The α′3 term is irrelevant for this and will not be considered further here.
2In [11] it was claimed that the α′2-correction can be extended to any order in α′ but no proof was given.
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classical until the end when they are quantised. This approach maintains manifest supersymme-
try and kappa-symmetry up until the final step when the boundary fermions are quantised. In
the bosonic case it can be used to obtain the action of Myers [22], as was shown in [20]. Although
this approach is pleasingly geometrical we show here that it is unfortunately incomplete since
it does not include the higher-derivative terms needed for supersymmetry. This means that the
(naive) quantisation of the boundary fermions spoils the supersymmetry. An interesting ques-
tion, which we hope to return to in the near future, is whether the approach can be modified
to fix this problem. For some recent alternative work on the superembedding approach to the
problem see references [23, 24].
The approach we will use is based on spinorial cohomology [25, 26] which is in turn related to
the pure spinor formalism for supersymmetry in ten and eleven dimensions [27, 28, 29, 30]; it
was briefly outlined at α′4 in [31]. It makes use of the fact that D = 10 SYM can be defined by
the constraint on the (0, 2)-component of the SYM field strength. The α′2 deformation induces
higher-order terms and we shall work these out at order α′4. After setting up our conventions we
describe the theory at lowest and first order before turning to the induced α′4 terms in section
5 where we are guided by results from the superembedding formalism. It is shown that further
terms are necessary and these are described in the text. In section 6 we describe an alternative
method which constructs the action directly using the “ectoplasm” formalism. We then state
our conclusions in section 7 while there are three appendices giving more details of the main
calculation.
2 Conventions and tools
2.1 N = 1 superspace
We take the supervielbein of flat D = 10, N = 1 superspace to be
Ea = dxa −
i
2
dθγaθ
Eα = dθα , (2.1)
where a = 0, . . . , 9 and α = 1, . . . , 16 are tangent space indices (we will often suppress the spinor
indices as in the first line). The only non-vanishing components of the torsion are then
Tαβ
a = −iγaαβ . (2.2)
A superspace n-form can be split invariantly into (p, q)-forms where p+ q = n and p (q) denotes
the even (odd) degree of the form,
1
n!
EAn · · ·EA1ωA1···An =
n∑
p=0
1
p!q!
Eαq · · ·Eα1Eap · · ·Ea1ωa1···apα1···αq . (2.3)
We will denote the (p, q) component of ω as ωp,q.
2.2 Conventions for super Yang-Mills
The field strength of SYM is
F = dA−AA (2.4)
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and the gauge-covariant derivative is
D = d− [· , A] , (2.5)
so that
D2 = −[· , F ] . (2.6)
In components this means we get
[DA,DB ]Φ = [FAB ,Φ] , (2.7)
where the commutator becomes an anti-commutator if both Φ and the component of F concerned
are odd.
There is some redundancy in the definition of the gauge field which can be removed by imposing
the following conventional constraints on the dimension zero and dimension one-half super Yang-
Mills field strength
γαβa Fαβ = 0 (2.8)
and
Faβ = −
i
2
(γaλ)β + χaβ , (2.9)
where λ is the spinor superfield and χ is gamma-traceless, i.e. (γb)αβχbβ = 0.
In components the Bianchi identity DF = 0 reads
D(αFβγ) − iγ
c
(αβF|c|γ) = 0 (2.10)
2D(αFβ)c +DcFαβ − iγ
d
αβFdc = 0 (2.11)
DαFbc + 2D[bFc]α = 0 (2.12)
D[aFbc] = 0 . (2.13)
The gamma-contraction of the lowest dimension Bianchi determines χ completely in terms of
Fαβ
χaβ = −
i
10
γαγa DαFγβ . (2.14)
While the second (dimension 1) Bianchi identity gives
i(γcD(αλ)β) = iγ
d
αβFdc − 2D(αχcβ) −DcFαβ , (2.15)
which determines Dαλ (recursively). Finally the third Bianchi identity gives
DαFbc = i(γ[cDb]λ)α + 2D[bχc]α . (2.16)
2.3 Superspace cohomology
Superspace has some interesting notions of cohomology associated with it. This can be seen as
follows. The exterior derivative can be split according to degree as [32]
d = d0 + d1 + t0 (2.17)
(in curved superspace there would also be a t1). The different components acts as follows: d0
acts as an ordinary bosonic exterior derivative mapping (p, q)-forms to (p+ 1, q)-forms, d1 acts
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as a purely spinorial exterior derivative mapping (p, q)-forms to (p, q + 1)-forms and finally t0
corresponds to the dimension zero torsion and maps (p, q)-forms to (p−1, q+2)-forms. Explicitly
t0E
a = T a = −
i
2
EγaE . (2.18)
Now since d2 = 0 it follows that
t20 = 0 (2.19)
d1t0 + t0d1 = 0 (2.20)
d21 + t0d0 + d0t0 = 0 . (2.21)
The first condition allows us to define t0-cohomology [32]. The cohomology groups H
p,q
t consist
of t0-closed forms modulo t0-exact terms. Throughout the paper we shall use the notation ’∼’
to mean belonging to the same t0 cohomology class. In components we have
Xαβ··· ∼ Yαβ··· ⇔ Xαβ··· = Yαβ··· + γ
a
(αβZ··· )a , (2.22)
for some Z.
We can now go one step further and define what is known as spinorial cohomology [33, 34] (it
is essentially equivalent to pure spinor cohomology [35]). We see that on t0 cohomology classes
d21[ω] = [t0d0ω] = 0 , (2.23)
which means that we can define spinorial cohomology associated to the exterior derivative ds,
dsω = [d1ω] , (2.24)
which maps elements of Hp,qt to elements of H
p,q+1
t and which squares to zero. The spinorial
cohomology groups are denoted Hp,qs .
This construction can be straight-forwardly extended to the case of SYM (without α′-corrections).
The t0-cohomology classes can be defined in exactly the same way. For the spinorial cohomology
one now has
D21ω ∼ [F0,2, ω] . (2.25)
For pure SYM F0,2 vanishes and it makes sense to define the spinorial cohomology group asso-
ciated to Ds where
Dsω ∼ D1ω . (2.26)
When we work with expressions at order α′4 the Yang-Mills fields will be taken to satisfy the
lowest-order equations of motion, i.e. those of pure SYM, so this notion of spinorial cohomology
will be relevant for us.
2.4 Deformations of SYM
We start from the known α′2-correction to the constraint on the lowest-dimensional component
of the SYM field strength, F0,2 = F
1
0,2 + O(α
′4). Using this we can compute D1λ and D1F2,0
up to first order (α′2). This then allows us to compute D1F
1
0,2 to second order (α
′4). The
Bianchi identity for the dimension zero field strength says that DsF0,2 ∼ 0. Writing F0,2 =
F 10,2 + F
2
0,2 +O(α
′6) we have
DsF
1
0,2 +DsF
2
0,2 ∼ O(α
′6) . (2.27)
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Since the first term is known, the problem is to find F 20,2 such that this equation is satisfied
(using the lowest order expressions for D1λ and D1F2,0 as well as equations of motion). In other
words we have to show that (DsF
1
0,2)
2 is trivial in H0,3s . A priori there is no guarantee that this
cohomological problem has a solution, i.e. it could be that (DsF
1
0,2)
2 is not exact. We will see
that in our case there is no obstruction and a solution for F 20,2 can be found (as suggested by
string theory). The solution will turn out to be quite non-trivial however and in particular will
involve higher-derivative (and commutator) terms.
We will now describe SYM at lowest order (α′0).
3 Lowest order or pure super Yang-Mills
At lowest order super Yang-Mills is defined by
F 0αβ = 0 , (3.1)
or in form notation F 00,2 = 0. Since, using (2.14), this implies χ
0 = 0 we immediately see from
(2.15) that
(Dαλ
β)0 =
1
2
Fab(γ
ab)α
β (3.2)
and from (2.16) that
(DαFbc)
0 = i(γ[cDb]λ)α . (3.3)
We will also need the equations of motion which can be obtained by using the above expressions
and the identity
0 = D(αDβ)λ
γ −
i
2
γcαβDcλ
γ ≃
1
2
D(αFab(γ
ab)β)
γ −
i
2
γcαβDcλ
γ
≃
i
2
(γbDaλ)(α(γ
ab)β)
γ −
i
2
γcαβDcλ
γ , (3.4)
which implies the Dirac equation for the fermion
i(γaDaλ)
0 = 0 . (3.5)
The bosonic equation is easily obtained by taking a spinor derivative of the equation for the
fermion. We find
0 ≃ (γaD(βDaλ)α) = (γ
a{F(βa, λ})α) + (γ
aDaD(βλ)α) ≃ γ
b
αβ(DaFb
a −
i
4
{λ, γbλ}) (3.6)
so that
(DbFab)
0 =
i
4
{λ, γaλ} . (3.7)
We now turn to the first supersymmetric correction to SYM which occurs at order α′2.
4 First correction (order α′2)
The first correction to the dimension zero component of F was given in [36, 37] while cohomo-
logical methods were used to show that it is unique up to field-redefinitions in [25, 26]. It is
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given by
F 1αβ =
1
4 · 2 · 16 · 5!
γabcdeαβ Sym (λγ
fγabcdeγ
gλFgf )
=
1
4
Sym((γaλ)α(γ
bλ)βFba)−
1
4 · 16
γcαβSym (λγc
abλFab) , (4.1)
where Sym stands for symmetrised ordering of the fields (see Appendix A). The second expres-
sion will be more convenient for some of our calculations since only the first term is non-trivial
in t0-cohomology . In order to find χ
1, the first correction to χ (defined in (2.9)), we compute,
using the lowest order expressions for DαFab and Dαλ in (3.3) and (3.2)
DαF
1
βγ =
1
2 · 32 · 5!
γabcdeβγ Sym (Dαλγ
fγabcdeγ
gλFgf ) +
1
4 · 32 · 5!
γabcdeβγ Sym (λγ
fγabcdeγ
gλDαFgf )
≃
1
8 · 16 · 5!
γabcdeβγ Sym ((γ
hiγfγabcdeγ
gλ)αFhiFgf ) +
i
4
Sym ((γaλ)(β(γ
bλ)γ)(γaDbλ)α)
+
i
4 · 16
γcβγSym(λγc
abλ (γaDbλ)α) , (4.2)
where we’ve replaced the γ(5)-part of the last term by the symmetric part minus the γ(1)-part
to simplify the calculation. Using this we get
χ1βk =
i
10
γ
αγ
k (DαFγβ)
1
=
i
40 · 32 · 5!
Sym((γabcdeγkγ
hiγfγabcdeγ
gλ)βFhiFgf )−
1
80
Sym ((γaλ)β λγ
bγkγaDbλ)
−
1
10
Sym((γaλ)β λγkDaλ)−
1
40 · 16
Sym (λγc
abλ (γcγkγaDbλ)β) . (4.3)
Using the gamma-matrix identities
γabcdeγabcde =
10!
5!
γabcdeγ(2)γabcde = −4
7!
3!
γ(2)
γabcdeγ(4)γabcde = 2 · 6!γ
(4) (4.4)
together with the lowest order equation of motion for λ we get
χ1βk = −
3i
32
Sym((γabcλ)βFabFck)−
7i
16
Sym ((γaλ)βFabF
b
k)−
1
32
Sym ((γaλ)β λγaDkλ)
−
1
16
Sym ((γaλ)β λγkDaλ)−
3i
320
Sym ((γkγ
abcdλ)βFabFcd) +
7i
160
Sym((γkλ)βFabF
ba)
+
1
320
Sym((γkγ
abλ)β λγaDbλ) . (4.5)
The last three terms ensure that χ is indeed gamma-traceless. Knowing χ1, the first correction
to Faβ , allows us to compute the first correction to Dαλ and DαFab. In particular we have
i(γcD(αλ)β) = iγ
d
αβFdc − 2D(αχβ)c −DcFαβ , (4.6)
so we see that we need to compute D(αχ
1
β)k. In fact it turns out that for our calculations we
will only need Dsχ, i.e. we can work in t0-cohomology. Doing this we find that the expression
consists of four types of terms, schematically
(D(αχβ)k)
1 ∼ (F 3) + (λλDF ) + (λ{λ, λ}) + (λDλF ) . (4.7)
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The F 3-terms are the easiest. They come from the first and fifth term in the expression for χ1
and a short calculation gives
(F 3) ∼
3i
160
γabcdeαβ Sym(FabFcdFek) . (4.8)
Terms with DF and {λ, λ} come from the third, fourth and last term. We get using the lowest
order equation of motion and the Bianchi identity for Fab
(λλDF ) + (λ{λ, λ}) ∼ −
3i
160
Sym((γaλ)(β {(γkλ)α), λ}γaλ)
−
1
40
Sym((γaλ)(β (γkγ
cdλ)α)DaFcd)−
1
8
Sym ((γaλ)(β (γ
bλ)α)DkFba) .
(4.9)
Finally we have the terms
(λDλF ) ∼ −
1
640
(γk
abcd)αβSym (λγaDbλFcd)−
3
320
Sym((γabcλ)(β(γkDcλ)α)Fab)
−
7
160
Sym((γkγ
abλ)(β(γ
cDaλ)α)Fbc) +
9
320
Sym ((γaλ)(β(γkγ
cdDaλ)α)Fcd)
+
13
160
Sym((γkλ)(β(γ
aDbλ)α)Fab) +
7
32
Sym((γaλ)(β(γkD
bλ)α)Fba)
−
1
4
Sym ((γaλ)(β(γ
bDkλ)α)Fba) . (4.10)
For the combination appearing in Dαλ the last term from each expression above cancels the
contributions from DkF
1
αβ and we have
(D(αχβ)k +
1
2
DkFαβ)
1
∼
3i
160
γabcdeαβ Sym(FabFcdFek)−
3i
160
Sym((γaλ)(β {(γkλ)α), λ}γaλ)
−
1
40
Sym((γaλ)(β (γkγ
cdλ)α)DaFcd)−
1
640
(γk
abcd)αβSym (λγaDbλFcd)
−
3
320
Sym ((γabcλ)(β(γkDcλ)α)Fab)−
7
160
Sym ((γkγ
abλ)(β(γ
cDaλ)α)Fbc)
+
9
320
Sym ((γaλ)(β(γkγ
cdDaλ)α)Fcd) +
13
160
Sym((γkλ)(β(γ
aDbλ)α)Fab)
+
7
32
Sym((γaλ)(β(γkD
bλ)α)Fba) . (4.11)
Using these expressions one can compute explicitly the α′2-corrections to Dαλ and DαFab (al-
though one would have to reinstate the t0-exact terms). However we will only need the ex-
pressions computed here to address the problem of constructing Fαβ at the next order, i.e.
α′4.
5 Induced terms at second order (α′4)
We now want to see what terms in Fαβ are generated at the next order, i.e. α
′4, by requiring
the α′2 correction to be consistent with the Bianchi identities. From (4.1) we have
D(αF
1
βγ) ∼
1
2
Sym((γaD(αλ)β(γ
bλ)γ)Fba) +
1
4
Sym((γaλ)(β(γ
bλ)γDα)Fba) . (5.1)
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Note that Dαλ and DαFba are treated as a single object in the symmetrization even though they
are composite fields beyond lowest order in α′. We are only interested in terms which cannot be
compensated for by χ2, i.e. terms which are non-trivial elements of the t0-cohomology, hence
the ∼ instead of equality. Using the Bianchi identities, in the form (2.15) and (2.16), we get at
second order
(D(αF
1
βγ))
2 ∼ iSym((γaλ)(αF
ab[Dβχγ)b +
1
2
DbFβγ)]
1) +
1
2
Sym ((γaλ)(α(γ
bλ)βDbχ
1
γ)a) .(5.2)
The quantity in brackets is precisely what we computed in (4.11), while χ1 was computed in
(4.5). In fact the terms in Dbχa of the form γa · . . . give rise to t0-exact terms, so these terms
can be dropped. The only terms in χ1 that contribute to the second term are therefore
χ′1βk = −
3i
32
Sym((γabcλ)βFabFck)−
7i
16
Sym ((γaλ)βFabF
b
k)−
1
32
Sym ((γaλ)β λγaDkλ)
−
1
16
Sym((γaλ)β λγkDaλ) . (5.3)
We can now compute D(αF
1
βγ) or, in more compact form notation, DsF
1
0,2 at second order (α
′4).
Using equations (4.11) and (5.3) in (5.2) a short calculation gives
(DsF
1
0,2)
2 ∼
3
160
A
(15(234))
1 −
3
64
B
(12(345))
1 +
1
40
B
(15(234))
1 −
3
64
B
(12(345))
2 −
1
8
B
(12(345))
3
−
1
10
B
(15(234))
3 +
1
8
B
(23(145))
3 −
3
64
C
(12(345))
1 +
1
32
C
(14(523))
1 −
1
32
C
(24(513))
1
−
1
32
C
(12(345))
2 −
1
160
D
(14(235))
2 +
1
20
D
(14(235))
3 −
3
64
D
(12(345))
4 −
1
40
D
(15(234))
4
+
1
20
D
(15(234))
5 +
1
5
D
(24(135))
5 +
3
40
D
(14(235))
6 −
1
8
D
(12(345))
7 +
3
20
D
(15(234))
7
−
1
32
E(12(345)) +
3
160
K(16(3[24]5)) −
1
128
K(12(34[56])) . (5.4)
Let us explain the notation used here. It is convenient to use a notation where the structure of
a term as far as the fields it contains, λ, Fab and covariant derivatives thereof, and the gamma-
matrix structure is separated from the gauge structure, i.e. the ordering of the fields. The
letters A–K denote terms with different structure of fields and covariant derivatives and the
subscript denotes terms with different gamma-matrix structure. The relevant terms are defined
in Appendix B. Finally the superscript denotes the gauge structure i.e. the ordering of the fields.
The fields are labeled 1, 2, 3, . . . according to the order in which they appear in the definition of
a given term in Appendix B, for example B132451 means B1 as defined in Appendix B but with
the second and third factor interchanged. Care must be taken to include a minus sign when two
fermionic factors are interchanged. Finally (graded) commutators are denoted for example [12]
in superscripts and (graded) symmetrization for example (123).
In order to construct super Yang-Mills at this order one should find F 2αβ , the α
′4-correction to
Fαβ , such that
DsF
1
0,2 +DsF
2
0,2 ∼ O(α
′6) . (5.5)
Our task is to determine F 20,2. To get an idea of the terms F
2
0,2 should contain we will first use
the results of the generalised superembedding formalism. This will turn out not to give us the
full answer but it will get us some of the way.
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5.1 Comparison to the superembedding approach
The superembedding formalism, generalised to the non-abelian case by including boundary
fermions (representing Chan-Paton degrees of freedom) for the string, can be used to derive
super Yang-Mills including α′-corrections [19, 20, 21]. Due to the semi-classical treatment of the
boundary fermions the ordering of the fields in the case of a non-abelian gauge-group is however
not determined. The ”natural” ordering, i.e. symmetrised ordering, is correct at lowest order
(α′2) but fails at the next order as we will demonstrate.
The expressions that follow from this generalised superembedding approach are [19]3
faβ = i(γaΛ)β +
1
6
DaΛγ
bΛ (γbΛ)β −
i
2
(hγbΛ)βfab (5.6)
fαβ =
1
3
D(αΛγ
aΛ (γaΛ)β) −
1
4
(hγaΛ)α(hγ
bΛ)βfab +
1
36
Λγa(Λ,Λ)γbΛ (γaΛ)α(γbΛ)β .(5.7)
The super Yang-Mills field strength and the spinor field are denoted f and Λ here since they
differ by a field redefinition (that we will determine below) from the ones considered in the
previous sections. Note that these expressions are exact in the sense that they incorporate a
complete set of consistent α′-corrections (modulo the subtlety with the ordering in the non-
abelian case mentioned above). The expression (Λ,Λ) denotes a Poisson bracket with respect to
the boundary fermions and is to be interpreted as a (anti-) commutator upon their quantization.
The spinorial derivative of Λ appearing in the above equation is given by
DαΛ
β = hα
γ(δβγ −
i
2
(γaΛ)γDaΛ
β)−
1
6
(γaΛ)α Λγa(Λ,Λ
β) , (5.8)
while hα
β can be determined from the dimension 1 Bianchi identity, using
Dαfab = 2i(γ[aDb]Λ)α +O(α
′2) . (5.9)
This gives the following expression for h up to order α′2
hα
β = −
1
4
(γab)α
β
(
fab(1 +
1
8
fcdf
cd) +
1
2
f3ab + iDaΛγ
cΛ fcb
)
+
1
3 · 64
(γabcdef )α
β fabfcdfef
+O(α′4) . (5.10)
It is possible to give an exact (all orders in α′) expression for h but we will not need it here.
We will now determine the field redefinition that relates the conventionally defined fields F and
λ to the ones appearing in the superembedding equations. Let a be the potential corresponding
to f , i.e. f = da − a ∧ a, while F = dA − A ∧ A. Next we write ab = Ab + a
′
b and require
the conventional constraint γαβa Fαβ = γ
αβ
a (2DαAβ + iγ
b
αβAb + [Aα, Aβ ]) = 0. Using Aα = aα
together with the expression for fαβ to first order (α
′2)
f1αβ =
1
3
(γaΛ)(γbΛ)fba (5.11)
we get
a′b = −
i
48
Λγb
cdΛ fcd +O(α
′4) . (5.12)
3These were also derived from the pure spinor string in [38].
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The spinor field λ is conventionally defined so that (γa)αβFaβ = −5iλ. Using the expression for
a′b as well as the expression for faβ this condition gives
Λ = −
1
2
λ−
1
120
Λ fabf
ab +
i
30
(γabΛ)ΛγaDbΛ−
1
60
(γabcdΛ) fabfcd +O(α
′4) . (5.13)
And finally we have, using again the expression for a′b,
Fab = fab −
i
12
Λγ[a
cdDb]Λ fcd −
i
24
Λγ[a
cdΛDb]fcd +O(α
′4) . (5.14)
We will now consider the terms in F 20,2 coming from the superembedding approach (with sym-
metrised ordering).
5.2 Terms at order α′4 coming from the superembedding approach
Motivated by the analysis of the superembedding approach in the previous section we make the
field redefinitions
Λ = −
1
2
λ+
1
240
Sym(λFabF
ab)−
i
240
Sym((γabλ)λγaDbλ) +
1
120
Sym ((γabcdλ)FabFcd) +O(α
′4)
fab = Fab +
i
48
Sym (λγ[a
cdDb]λFcd) +
i
96
Sym(λγ[a
cdλDb]Fcd) +O(α
′4) . (5.15)
Note that although the ordering is not determined by the generalised superembedding approach
(when the boundary fermions are treated classically) it is natural to take the symmetrised
ordering, indeed we know that this is the ordering that appears at order α′2.
Performing these field redefinitions the lowest order (α′2) terms in fαβ in (5.7) gives rise to
additional terms at order α′4. We find
−
1
3
Sym((γaΛ) (γbΛ) fab) ∼ −
1
12
Sym ((γaλ) (γbλ)Fab) + F
(redef) +O(α′6) , (5.16)
where
F (redef) ∼
1
9
( 1
80
Y
(13(245))
1 −
1
40
Y
(23(145))
5 +
1
32
Y
(12(345))
7 +
1
64
Y
(12(345))
11 −
1
80
Y
(15(234))
12
−
1
128
Y
(12(345))
13
)
, (5.17)
where the terms are defined in Appendix B.
In addition to this we have the α′4 terms in F0,2 coming from the α
′4 terms in fαβ in (5.7). From
the first term in (5.7) we get
F (SE1) = −
1
24
Sym((D(αλ)
1γaλ (γaλ)β)) . (5.18)
Using the superembedding expression for DαΛ, (5.8) and (5.10) and using the symmetrised
ordering we find
(Dαλ
β)1 =
1
2
(γab)α
βSym
(1
8
FabFcdF
cd +
1
2
FacF
cdFdb +
i
4
Daλγ
cλFcb
)
−
1
3 · 32
(γabcdef )α
β Sym (FabFcdFef )−
i
16
Sym((γbcγaλ)αDaλ
β Fbc)
+
1
48
Sym((γaλ)α λγa{λ, λ
β}) . (5.19)
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(This could of course be verified directly, without using the superembedding approach, but we
will not need to do this here).
We therefore have
F (SE1) = −
1
24
(1
4
Y
(12(345))
1 + 2Y
(12(345))
2 −
1
2
Y
(12(345))
3 −
1
8
Y
(12(345))
5 +
1
2
Y
(12(345))
7
−
1
16
Y
(13(452))
9 +
1
48
Z(13([45]62))
)
. (5.20)
Finally we have the last two terms in the superembedding expression for fαβ, (5.7), and which
start at order α′4. Taking the symmetrised ordering they are
F (SE2) = −
1
256
Y
(12345)
4 +
1
9 · 256
Z(123[45]6) . (5.21)
Taking into account the terms coming from the superembedding approach, FSE = F redef +
FSE1 + FSE2, and using the spinorial derivatives of the terms and identities given in Appendix
B and the expression for DsF
1
0,2 in (5.4) we find
(DsF
1
0,2)
2 + 9DsF
SE ∼
9
64
(A
(15(234))
1 −A
(12345)
1 −D
(14(235))
2 +D
(12345)
2 )
+
1
64
(3K(16(34[52])) + 2K(34([51]26)) +K(34([56]12)) −K(136[24]5) +K(132[64]5)) ,
(5.22)
where the factor 9 multiplying the superembedding terms is due to the fact that the α′2-correction
has an extra factor of 13 in the superembedding expression (5.7).
We see that, except when the gauge-group is abelian, the superembedding approach (with sym-
metrised ordering) gives almost the complete answer at order α′4 but not quite (unlike at order
α′2 where it gives the complete answer). We now turn to the problem of finding the terms not
captured by the superembedding formalism. We will see that they are related to what amounts
to higher derivative corrections in the abelian case.
The key idea to understanding how to cancel these remaining terms is to rewrite the terms with
nested symmetrizations, e.g. A
(15(234))
1 , which have the form
Sym (AB Sym(CDE)) , (5.23)
where A,B,C,D and E are fields (F or λ or derivatives thereof), using the symmetrised ordering
identities given in Appendix A as
Sym(AB Sym(CDE)) = Sym(ABCDE)+Two-commutator terms+Four-commutators terms .
(5.24)
The terms without additional commutators then cancel in (5.22).
This leaves us with terms with two (or three from the K-terms) and four (or five) commutators
that can not be accounted for by the superembedding formalism. These should instead be related
to higher derivative terms. The need to include what corresponds to higher derivative terms in
the abelian case, in particular the ∂4F 4-terms in the action at order α′4 was already noticed by
Koerber and Sevrin in [15] when they derived the bosonic terms in the action at this order.
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The terms with two commutators on the RHS in (5.22) are (see Appendix A)
9
64
(A
(15(234))
1 −D
(14(235))
2 −A
(12345)
1 +D
(12345)
2 )2
=
3
256
(
2A
([14][52]3)
1 + 2A
([12][54]3)
1 + 2A
([12][53]4)
1 + 2A
([[52]4]31)
1 + 2A
([[54]2]31)
1 + 2A
([[52]3]41)
1
+ 2A
([[12]4]35)
1 + 2A
([[14]2]35)
1 + 2A
([[12]3]45)
1 +D
([13][45]2)
2 +D
([15][43]2)
2
−D
([15][42]3)
2 −D
([12][45]3)
2 +D
([13][42]5)
2 −D
([12][43]5)
2 +D
([[45]3]21)
2 +D
([[43]5]21)
2
−D
([[42]5]31)
2 −D
([[45]2]31)
2 +D
([[43]2]51)
2 −D
([[42]3]51)
2 +D
([[13]5]24)
2 +D
([[15]3]24)
2
−D
([[12]5]34)
2 −D
([[15]2]34)
2 +D
([[13]2]54)
2 −D
([[12]3]54)
2
)
(5.25)
and the terms with four commutators are
9
64
(A
(15(234))
1 −D
(14(235))
2 −A
(12345)
1 +D
(12345)
2 )4
= −
1
5 · 512
((
2A
[[[[13]4]5]2]
1 + 2A
[[[[53]4]1]2]
1 +A
[[[12]4][53]]
1 +A
[[[52]4][13]]
1 + Perm(234)
)
+
(
2D
[[[[13]2]4]5]
2 + 2D
[[[[43]2]1]5]
2 −D
[[[15]2][43]]
2 +D
[[[45]2][13]]
2 + Perm(235)
) )
. (5.26)
While the terms with three commutators are (with a bit of work using the Jacobi identity)
1
64
(3K(16(3[24]5)) + 2K(34([51]26)) +K(34([56]12)) +K([14]2356) −K([56]1234))2
=
1
3 · 256
(
3K([14][23][56]) +K([[13]5][24]6) − 7K([[15]3][24]6) − 4K([[51]3][46]2) − 2K([[31]5][46]2)
−K([[63]5][14]2) − 7K([[56]3][14]2) − 7K([[13]2][56]4) + 8K([[25]1][36]4) + 8K([[15]6][23]4)
+ 2K([[56]1][23]4) + 7K([[13]6][25]4) + 4K([[36]1][25]4) + 24K([[[14]2]3]56) + 22K([[[14]3]2]56)
−K([[[13]4]2]56) + 16K([[[61]3]5]24) + 14K([[[63]1]5]24) + 20K([[[61]5]3]24) + 16K([[[65]1]3]24)
+ 18K([[[15]3]6]24) + 15K([[[13]5]6]24)
)
. (5.27)
With a bit more work using the Jacobi identity and the identities satisfied by K the terms with
five commutators can be written as
1
64
(3K(16([24]35)) + 2K(34([51]26)) +K(34([56]12)) +K([14]2356) −K([56]1234))4
= −
1
90 · 256
(
− 4K [[[[[14]3]2]5]6] − 4K [[[[[14]6]3]2]5] + 8K [[[[[46]3]1]5]2] + 4K [[[[[36]4]1]5]2]
+K [[[[13]2]6][45]] +K [[[[13]6]2][45]] − 4K [[[[14]2]3][56]] + 35K [[[15]3][[24]6]] + 17K [[[15]3][[46]2]]
−K [[[15]4][[23]6]] − 9K [[[15]4][[36]2]] − 24K [[[14]2][[56]3]] + 6K [[[14]2][[36]5]] + 54K [[[[36][15]]4]2]
+ 37K [[[[56][13]]4]2] −
73
2
K [[[[14][25]]3]6] + 29K [[[15][24]][36]] − 12K [[[14][56]][23]] +
1
2
K [[[16][45]][23]]
)
.
(5.28)
We now need to find what terms to include in F 20,2 in order to cancel these terms.
5.3 Higher derivative/commutator terms
In the abelian case there’s a unique (up to field redefinitions) higher-derivative correction at
order α′4, corresponding to the ∂4F 4-term in the action [39, 40]. It can be written as a term
W = (γaDcDdλ)(γbDcDdλ)Fab (5.29)
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in Fαβ . In the abelian case this term is trivially closed (but not exact) in spinorial cohomology
since Da reduces to ∂a, so that it represents a supersymmetric correction to SYM, but in the
non-abelian case a spinorial derivative of this term gives rise to commutator terms when the
spinor derivative acts on the covariant derivatives. One can try to add other terms to cancel
these extra commutator terms and working order by order in the number of commutators in the
symmetrised expression. With a lot of work this can be done and we will now give the solution
(some details are provided in Appendix C).
5.3.1 The remaining terms in F 20,2
The higher derivative/commutator terms in F 20,2 are
FHD1 =
3
256
(Q(123) +
1
9
R(123)) , (5.30)
which cancels the terms with two and three commutators in DsF0,2 given in (5.25) and (5.27),
and
FHD2 =
1
5 · 256
(
2Q[1[23]] −Q[[12]3] +
1
18
(R[1[23]] − 2R[[12]3])− 12S +
3
4
T
+
5
12
Z [[[16]2][[34]5]] −
1
3
Z [[[15]6][[23]4]] −
1
3
Z [[[63]1][[45]2]] −
10
3
Z [[[63][12]][45]]
)
(5.31)
which cancels the terms with four and five commutators given in (5.26) and (5.28). The ex-
pressions for Q, R, S and T are somewhat lengthy and are given in Appendix C which also
contains some details of the calculation. The leading term in Q(123) gives precisely the abelian
∂4F 4-correction mentioned above.
Thus we have completed the construction of F0,2 at order α
′4. It is given by the superembedding
expression plus the higher derivative terms constructed above
F 20,2 ∼ 9F
SE + FHD1 + FHD2 , (5.32)
where FSE = F redef + FSE1 + FSE2 which are given in (5.17), (5.20) and (5.21).
6 Action form
We recall that, given a closed superspace D-form, L, in a superspace with D even dimensions,
the integral of its purely even component over spacetime automatically defines a superinvariant
[41, 42, 43]. Clearly, this integral is unchanged if an exact piece is added to L. In D = 10 it
turns out that the lowest non-trivial component of such a form is L5,5, and that this will have
the structure L5,5 = γ5,2M0,3. (γp,2 is the p-index symmetric gamma matrix considered as a
(p, 2)-form.) One reason for this is that the lowest component is t0-closed and H
p,q
t = 0 for
p > 5; the other is that L-forms with cohomologically non-trivial lowest components with p < 5
do not contain singlet L10,0 components. This fact sets up a direct correspondence between the
“ectoplasm” approach and pure-spinor integration theory in D = 10 [35].
Furthermore, if we have a closed (D+1)-form W = dZ, where Z is a potential D-form (Chern-
Simons form), which is Weil trivial [44], i.e. W = dK where K is gauge-invariant, then we
can easily construct a closed D-form L = K − Z. For D = 10 SYM there are two natural,
single-trace closed 11-forms,
W ′ :=
1
2
H7TrF
2
W :=
1
4
H3TrF
4 , (6.1)
where H3 and H7 are closed forms which in flat superspace can be taken to be γ1,2 and γ5,2
respectively. At order α′0, W ′ defines the on-shell standard SYM action while W gives the F 4
invariant. However, the latter can also be described by W ′ if we allow α′2 corrections to F [35].
When we come to the α′4 corrections described above it turns out that both W s are required in
order to achieve Weil triviality.
To see this, let us begin with the hypothesis that it is only necessary to use W . To describe the
α′4 corrections we need to examine W at first order (α′2), whereas we would need second order
for W ′. The lowest component of W 1 is
W 14,7 = γ1,2SymTr((F
0
1,1)
3F 10,2) . (6.2)
Now we can write
γ1,2F
0
1,1 = t0X3,1 (6.3)
where Xabcδ = −
1
2(γabcλ)δ. Since both F
0
1,1 and F
1
0,2 are t0-closed, it therefore follows that
W 14,7 = t0K5,5 where K
1
5,5 = SymTr(X3,1(F
0
1,1)
2F 10,2). If W
1 were to be exact by itself we would
need to show that W 15,6− d1K
1
5,5 = t0K
1
6,4 for some K
1
6,4. It is not difficult to see that this is not
the case, and that we are left with
W 15,6 − d1K
1
5,5 ∼ −SymTr(D1X3,1(F
0
1,1)
2F 10,2) + γ1,2SymTr(F
0
2,0(F
0
1,1)
2F 10,2)
∼ γ5,2Tr(F
1
0,2)
2 , (6.4)
up to a constant. But the last term on the right is proportional to the (5, 6), i.e. lowest,
component of W ′2. So there is a linear combination, W say, of W ′ and α′2W which is Weil-
trivial up to order α′4. This follows because there are no further cohomological obstructions for
p > 5.
Although this is a nice approach to the action itself, it is not independent of the F deformation
calculation described above. This is becauseW must be closed, and sinceW ′ must be considered
up to α′4 this requires that (D1F
1
0,2)
2 be trivial in H0,3s . Indeed, F 20,2 appears inW
′2
6,5 in the term
γ5,2F
0
1,1F
2
0,2. This is t0 exact and therefore gives rise to a contribution to the (7, 3) component of
K which will in turn affect the action itself. (The action is given by K10,0 as the Chern-Simons
term has no purely bosonic part in flat superspace.)
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7 Conclusions
We have extended the (unique) α′2-correction to ten-dimensional SYM, given by a symmetrised
ordering of the corresponding abelian expression [26], to the next order, i.e. α′4. Until now there
has not been a proof that this was possible, i.e. that the very non-trivial cohomological problem
one has to solve has a solution (although string theory suggests that this should be the case).
Moreover, we believe that the solution we have given is unique up to field redefinitions due to
the absence of independent single-trace invariants at this order in α′. In terms of the constraint
on the dimension zero field strength (which defines SYM to a given order in α′) we have found
Fαβ = F
SE
αβ +
3
32
Sym ((γaDcDdλ)α(γ
bDcDdλ)βFab) + . . .+O(α
′6) , (7.1)
where FSEαβ is the result obtained from the generalised superembedding formalism [19, 20, 21]
involving a symmetrised ordering of the fields. The second term reduces to the ∂4F 4-correction
in the abelian case and . . . denotes a number of terms involving commutators (with quite an
intricate structure). This result has been established for the gauge group U(k); it should be
possible to consider others but not without significant changes to the details of the calculation.
We therefore see that the superembedding formalism with boundary fermions does not, by itself,
seem to be able to give the complete correction at order α′4, and it is necessary to introduce
further terms in order to accomplish this. Perhaps this situation could be remedied by an
improved treatment of the quantum aspects of the boundary fermions. This is an interesting
question which clearly requires a better understanding of the structure behind the complicated
looking higher derivative/commutator terms if we are to make further progress. Another inter-
esting question is whether SYM at α′4 admits a second, non-linearly realised, supersymmetry.
This should be the case for there to be an interpretation in terms of D9-branes in flat superspace.
We have worked here with the SYM-constraint rather than with the equations of motion or the
action. In addition, in section 6, we saw that it is possible to construct the action from these
results using the “ectoplasm” formalism, an interesting feature being the fact that eleven-forms
involving both TrF 2 and TrF 4 terms are required.
Finally, we note that the situation may be different in D < 10, because it may well be that
the higher-derivative terms and some of the commutator terms could decouple. In the abelian
case in D = 10 the F 4 action can be derived from the eleven-form W = H3F
4, and this can be
extended to d4F 4 by the insertion of derivatives inW . In the non-abelian case this is not possible
because covariant derivatives would be required and their presence would spoil closure. This
explains why these terms get induced at α′4 from the α′2 Born-Infeld deformation. However, in
D = 9 and below, the field strength superfield is a scalar, φr, r = 1, ..n = (10−D), from which
it is easy to construct d4F 4 invariants by integrating four powers of φ over the full superspace.
For D ≤ 8 there are two such terms [7].
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Appendices
A Identities involving symmetrised ordering
The symmetrised product of n fields Φ1, . . . ,Φn in the adjoint of the gauge-group U(k) is defined
as
Sym (Φ1 · · ·Φn) =
1
n!
∑
{i1,...,in}=
Perm(1,...,n)
Φi1 · · ·Φin . (A.1)
Some useful identities are
Sym(ASym (BC))− Sym (ABC) =
1
12
([[A,B], C] + [[A,C], B]) (A.2)
Sym (ASym (BCD))− Sym(ABCD) =
1
12
Sym ([[A,B], C]D) + Perm(BCD) (A.3)
Sym (ASym (BCDE))− Sym (ABCDE) =
1
24
Sym ([[A,B], C]DE) −
1
6!
[[[[A,B], C],D], E]
+ Perm(BCDE) . (A.4)
We can now derive an identity that we will need. Taking C to be Sym(CDE) in the first identity
above gives
Sym(AB Sym (CDE)) = Sym(ASym (B Sym(CDE)))
−
1
12
([[A,B],Sym (CDE)] + [[A,Sym (CDE)], B]) . (A.5)
Using the other identities and the fact that the commutator acts as a derivation as well as the
Jacobi identities this can be written
Sym(AB Sym(CDE))− Sym(ABCDE)
=
1
12
(Sym ([[A,C],D]EB) + Sym ([[B,C],D]EA) + Sym([A,C][B,D]E))
−
1
360
(2[[[[A,C], B],D], E] + 2[[[[B,C], A],D], E] + [[[A,E],D], [B,C]] + [[[B,E],D], [A,C]])
+ Perm(CDE) . (A.6)
or more compactly, denoting the ordering of fields as a superscript,
T (12(345)) − T (12345) =
1
12
(
T ([[13]4]52) + T ([[23]4]51) + T ([13][24]5)
)
−
1
360
(
2T [[[[13]4]2]5] + 2T [[[[23]4]1]5] + T [[[13]4][25]] + T [[[23]4][15]]
)
+ Perm(345) .
(A.7)
This identity will be very useful for us since terms with this ordering appear in DsF0,2 at order
α′4.
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B Definitions of terms
B.1 Terms appearing in (DsF0,2)
2
The terms are defined for an arbitrary ordering of the fields. Spinor indices are suppressed and
understood to be symmetrised (alternatively they can be thought of as contracted with spinorial
vielbeins). All expressions are in t0-cohomology and modulo the lowest order equations of motion
(3.5) and (3.7). The notation is explained further below (5.4).
A1 = γ
bcdef (γaλ)FcdFefFbgF
g
a (B.1)
A2 = γ
bcdef (γaλ)FabFcdFegF
g
f (B.2)
A3 = γ
cdefg(γabγhλ)FabFcdFefFgh (B.3)
B1 = i(γ
aλ)(γbλ)(γcdγeλ)DbFcdFea (B.4)
B2 = i(γ
aλ)(γbλ)(γcdγeλ)FcdDbFea (B.5)
B3 = i(γ
aλ)(γbλ)(γcλ)DbFcdF
d
a (B.6)
C1 = (γ
aλ)(γbλ)(γcDbλ)λγcDaλ (B.7)
C2 = (γ
aλ)(γbλ)(γcDbλ)λγaDcλ (B.8)
D1 = i(γ
aλ)(γcdγbλ)(γeDaλ)FcdFbe (B.9)
D2 = i(γ
aλ)(γcdγeλ)(γbDeλ)FabFcd (B.10)
D3 = i(γ
aλ)(γbcdλ)(γeDbλ)FacFde (B.11)
D4 = i(γ
aλ)(γbλ)(γcdγeDbλ)FcdFea (B.12)
D5 = i(γ
aλ)(γbλ)(γcDdλ)FbcFda (B.13)
D6 = i(γ
aλ)(γbλ)(γcDdλ)FabFcd (B.14)
D7 = i(γ
aλ)(γbλ)(γcDbλ)FcdF
d
a (B.15)
E = (γaλ)(γbλ)(γcλ)λγaDbDcλ (B.16)
G = γcdefg(γbDaλ)DaFcdFbgFef (B.17)
H = i(γaλ)(γbDcλ)(γ
cDdλ)DdFab (B.18)
I1 = i(γ
aλ)(γbDcλ)(γdDcDaλ)Fbd (B.19)
I2 = i(γ
aλ)(γbDcλ)(γdDcDbλ)Fad (B.20)
J = i(γaDbλ)(γcDbλ)(γ
dDaλ)Fcd (B.21)
K = (γaλ)(γbλ)(γcλ)λγcλFab . (B.22)
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B.1.1 Some important identities involving these terms
Besides trivial identities such as A123451 = A
13245
1 or A
12345
2 = −A
12354
2 some slightly more non-
trivial identities are
E12345 = E13245 −K3124[56] (B.23)
and
K123456 = −K125436 −K124356 . (B.24)
Making use of the gamma-matrix identity
γ[abcde(γf ] · · · ) ∼ 0 , (B.25)
we find some further useful identities
A123452 ∼ −A
13245
2 +
1
2
A123451 −
1
2
A123541 (B.26)
A125343 ∼ −A
12354
3 −A
12345
3 − 4A
15423
1 − 4A
15234
1 − 4A
15243
1 (B.27)
and finally
iγbcdef (γaλ)λγaDbλFcdFef
∼ −4D123451 − 4D
12354
1 + 4D
12345
2 + 4D
12354
2 + 8D
12345
3 + 8D
12354
3 + 4D
12345
4 + 4D
12354
4
− 4D213454 − 4D
21354
4 + 8D
12345
5 + 8D
12354
5 − 8D
12345
6 − 8D
12354
6 − 8D
12345
7 − 8D
12354
7
+ 16D213457 + 16D
21354
7 . (B.28)
B.2 Terms appearing in F 20,2
The terms we will need consist of terms with three to six fields. We define
B.2.1 Three-field terms
W = (γaDcDdλ)(γbDcDdλ)Fab (B.29)
B.2.2 Four-field terms
DλDλFF :
X1 = (γ
aDbλ)(γcDbλ)FadF
d
c (B.30)
X2 = (γ
aDcλ)(γbDdλ)FabFcd (B.31)
X3 = (γ
abγcDeλ)(γ
dDeλ)FabFcd (B.32)
DλλDFF :
X4 = (γ
aDbλ)(γcλ)DbFcdF
d
a (B.33)
X5 = (γ
aDbλ)(γcdγeλ)DbFaeFcd (B.34)
DλDλDλλ:
X6 = i(γ
aDbλ)(γcDaλ)λγcDbλ (B.35)
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B.2.3 Five-field terms
λ2F 3:
Y1 = (γ
aλ)(γbλ)FabFcdF
cd (B.36)
Y2 = (γ
aλ)(γdλ)FabF
bcFcd (B.37)
Y3 = (γ
abγcλ)(γdλ)FabFceF
e
d (B.38)
Y4 = (γ
abγcλ)(γefγdλ)FabFcdFef (B.39)
Y5 = (γ
aγcdefλ)(γbλ)FabFcdFef (B.40)
λ3DλF :
Y6 = i(γ
aλ)(γbDcλ)λγ
cλFab (B.41)
Y7 = i(γ
aλ)(γbλ)λγcDaλFbc (B.42)
Y8 = i(γ
aλ)(γbλ)λγaD
cλFbc (B.43)
Y9 = i(γ
aλ)(γcdγbλ)λγaDbλFcd (B.44)
Y10 = i(γ
aλ)(γbγcdλ)λγbDaλFcd (B.45)
Y11 = i(γ
aλ)(γbλ)λγcdγbDaλFcd (B.46)
Y12 = i(γ
aλ)(γbγcdλ)λγcDdλFab (B.47)
λ4DF :
Y13 = i(γ
aλ)(γbλ)λγa
cdλDbFcd (B.48)
B.2.4 Six-field terms
Z = (γaλ)(γbλ)λγaλλγbλ (B.49)
B.3 The spinorial derivative of these terms
For our computations we need to know the spinorial derivative of these terms (modulo lowest
order equations of motion). We compute them for an arbitrary ordering of the fields. We find
2DsW ∼ D
[13][52]4
5 +D
[52][13]4
5 + 2I
[12]34
1 + 2I
3[12]4
1 + I
[12]34
2 + I
3[12]4
2 (B.50)
2DsX1 ∼ D
[12]354
7 −D
3[12]45
7 − J
1234 − J2143 (B.51)
2DsX2 ∼ −D
[12]345
5 +D
3[12]45
5 + J
2341 + J3241 (B.52)
2DsX3 ∼ D
[12]345
1 −D
3[12]45
4 +G
2143 − 4J2143 (B.53)
2DsX4 ∼ B
[12]345
3 +D
31[25]4
7 −H
3142 − I21341 (B.54)
2DsX5 ∼ −B
[12]354
2 −D
32[15]4
1 −G
1324 −G1423 + 4I21342 (B.55)
2DsX6 ∼ −C
[12]345
1 − C
354[12]
2 − C
351[42]
2 − 4H
3214 + 4J1342 (B.56)
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DsY1 ∼ −D
12435
6 −D
12453
6 (B.57)
2DsY2 ∼ D
12534
5 −D
21435
5 +D
21345
7 −D
12543
7 (B.58)
2DsY3 ∼ −A
21345
1 −D
21453
1 −D
21534
2 − 4D
21435
5 (B.59)
2DsY4 ∼ −A
31452
3 −A
13254
3 + 4D
21534
2 − 4D
12435
2 (B.60)
DsY5 ∼ A
41523
1 +A
21543
1 +A
21534
1 + 2A
51234
2 + 2A
51243
2 + 2D
21435
2 + 2D
21453
2 + 2D
21435
3
+ 2D214533 + 4D
12453
5 + 4D
12435
5 + 2D
21534
5 + 2D
21543
5 + 2D
21543
7 + 2D
21534
7 (B.61)
2DsY6 ∼ −D
13254
2 +D
13524
2 +K
1[23]456 (B.62)
2DsY7 ∼ B
21345
1 − C
12453
1 −D
21435
4 (B.63)
2DsY8 ∼ 4B
21345
3 − 4B
31245
3 − C
12453
2 + 4D
21435
5 +K
314[52]6 (B.64)
DsY9 ∼ −2B
13254
2 + 2B
23154
2 − 2D
14235
1 − 2D
15234
1 − 2D
12435
2 + 2D
14235
2
+ 2D152342 + 4D
14235
3 + 4D
15234
3 + 2D
14235
4 + 2D
15234
4 − 2D
24135
4 − 2D
25134
4
+ 4D142355 + 4D
15234
5 − 4D
14235
6 − 4D
15234
6 − 4D
14235
7 − 4D
15234
7 + 8D
24135
7
+ 8D251347 + 2K
314[52]6 (B.65)
DsY10 ∼ 2B
23154
2 − 8B
21345
3 + 2C
12453
1 − 2D
12534
1 − 2D
14235
1 − 2D
15234
1
− 2D241354 − 2D
25134
4 + 8D
21435
7 + 8D
24135
7 + 8D
25134
7 (B.66)
DsY11 ∼ 2B
21354
2 − 8B
23145
3 + 2C
14253
1 + 2C
24135
1 − 2C
21435
1 + 2C
21435
2 + 2D
21534
4
+ 2D214354 − 8D
21534
7 (B.67)
DsY12 ∼ B
12345
1 −B
13245
1 − 4B
12345
3 + 4B
13245
3 −D
15234
2 − 2D
15234
3 − 2D
12534
3 −D
14235
4
−D124354 − 2D
12435
5 − 2D
14235
5 + 2D
15234
6 + 2D
12534
6 + 2D
12435
7 + 2D
14235
7
−K134[52]6 (B.68)
DsY13 ∼ 2B
12354
1 + 2B
12534
1 +B
12435
2 +B
12345
2 − 8B
12354
3 − 8B
12534
3 − 2E
12345
+ 2E12435 + E32145 − E32415 (B.69)
and
DsZ ∼ −2K
136245 + 2K132645 + 2K324561 − 2K324516 . (B.70)
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C Higher derivative/commutator terms
In this appendix we will construct the combinations of terms from Appendix B which are needed
to write F0,2 at order α
′4. Let us define
Q123 = 8W 123 − 48X
[14]23
1 + 16X
[31]24
1 + 8X
[34]21
1 + 24X
[12]43
2 + 16X
[13]42
2 − 4X
[42]13
3
− 4X
[32]14
3 + 32X
[12]34
4 − 4X
[12]34
5 + 8X
[13]42
6
− 24Y
[35][12]4
2 + 16Y
[23][15]4
2 − 16Y
[34][12]5
2 + 16Y
[[24]1]35
2
− 4Y
[53][12]4
3 + 4Y
[51][24]3
3 − 4Y
[54][12]3
3 − 4Y
[[12]4]35
3 − 4Y
[[12]4]53
3
− 4Y
[[24]1]53
3 − 4Y
[[24]1]35
3 − 4Y
[[12]3]54
3 − 4Y
[[23]1]45
3
+ Y
[[15]4]23
4 − Y
[[12]4]53
4 + Y
[[15]3]24
4 − Y
[[12]3]54
4 − Y
[[54]1]23
4 − Y
[[24]1]53
4
+ 2Y
[35][14]2
6 − 2Y
[53][12]4
6 + 2Y
[52][13]4
6 + Y
[[34]5]12
6 − 2Y
[[52]3]14
6
+ 2Y
[[53]2]14
6 + 2Y
[[12]3]45
6 + 10Y
[[13]2]45
6 + 2Y
[[13]4]25
6 − 4Y
[[13]5]42
6
+ 4Y
[[23]1]45
8 − 8Y
[35][12]4
8 − 8Y
[15][23]4
8 − Y
[[13]2]45
10 + Y
[[12]3]54
10 − Y
[[13]2]54
11 (C.1)
and
R123 = −12Z [61][23][45] − 4Z [[15]4][23]6 + Z [[14]5][23]6 + Z [[12]3][45]6 + 2Z [[13]2][45]6
− 4Z [[[15]3]2]46 + Z [[[13]5]2]46 − 2Z [[[15]2]3]46 + 2Z [[[25]1]3]46 . (C.2)
Using the spinorial derivatives computed in Appendix B we find
DsQ
123 ∼ 8I
3[12]4
1 − 8I
[12]34
1 + 4I
3[12]4
2 − 4I
[12]34
2 − 4J
[34]12 − 4J [34]21 − 2A
[53][12]4
1
− 2A
[52][14]3
1 − 2A
[54][12]3
1 − 2A
[[12]4]35
1 − 2A
[[14]2]35
1 − 2A
[[13]2]45
1 − 2A
[[54]2]13
1
− 2A
[[52]3]14
1 − 2A
[[52]4]13
1 −D
[45][13]2
2 +D
[43][15]2
2 +D
[45][12]3
2 −D
[42][15]3
2
−D
[42][13]5
2 +D
[43][12]5
2 +D
[[43]5]12
2 +D
[[45]3]12
2 −D
[[43]2]15
2 +D
[[42]3]15
2
−D
[[42]5]13
2 −D
[[45]2]13
2 −D
[[15]3]24
2 −D
[[13]5]24
2 +D
[[12]5]34
2 +D
[[15]2]34
2
+D
[[12]3]54
2 −D
[[13]2]54
2 − 8D
[25][14]3
5 − 8D
[14][25]3
5 + 4D
[13][52]4
5 − 4D
[52][13]4
5
− 8D
[34][12]5
5 + 8D
[34]5[12]
5 − 8D
[[12]3]54
5 + 8D
[[12]3]45
5 + 8D
[13][25]4
7
− 8D
[25][13]4
7 + 4D
[54][12]3
7 − 4D
[54]3[12]
7 − 8D
[[12]4]35
7 + 8D
[[12]4]53
7
+ 5K [46][15][23] −K [[34]6]1[25] −K [[13]4][25]6 +K [[14]3][25]6 +K [64][[13]2]5
−K [[13]6][24]5 − 2K [[14]6]5[23] +K [[[13]6]4]25 −K [[64][13]]25 +K [[[13]2]4]56
− 5K [[14][23]]56 (C.3)
and
DsR
123 ∼ −24K [15][36][24] + 24K [15][32][64] + 24K [13][24][56] − 24K [63][24][15] + 8K [[13]5][24]6
− 2K [[35]1][24]6 − 2K [[32]4][51]6 − 4K [[34]2][51]6 − 8K [[36]5][14]2 − 2K [[35]6][14]2
− 4K [[34]1][56]2 − 2K [[31]4][56]2 + 8K [[14]2][36]5 + 2K [[13]2][64]5 + 8K [[14]6][32]5
+ 2K [[16]4][32]5 − 2K [[13]6][24]5 + 4K [[16]3][24]5 + 8K [[[14]2]3]65 + 4K [[[14]3]2]65
− 4K [[[34]1]2]65 − 2K [[[34]1]2]56 + 8K [[[31]4]2]56 + 4K [[[31]2]4]56 + 8K [[[14]6]3]25
+ 2K [[[16]4]3]25 − 4K [[[14]3]6]25 + 4K [[[34]1]6]25 − 8K [[[36]4]1]52 − 2K [[[34]6]1]52
− 4K [[[36]1]4]52 + 4K [[[16]3]4]52 . (C.4)
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This is enough to account for the terms with two or three commutators in F 20,2, (5.30).
To account for the terms with four and five commutators we can consider
2DsQ
[1[23]] −DsQ
[[12]3]
∼ 12J [[12][34]] + 4A
[[[12]4][53]]
1 + 4A
[[[14]2][53]]
1 + 4A
[[[12]3][54]]
1 − 2A
[[[54]3][12]]
1 − 2A
[[[52]3][14]]
1
− 2A
[[[52]4][13]]
1 + 2A
[[[[12]4]5]3]
1 + 2A
[[[[14]2]5]3]
1 + 2A
[[[[13]2]5]4]
1 + 2A
[[[[54]2]1]3]
1 + 2A
[[[[52]3]1]4]
1
+ 2A
[[[[52]4]1]3]
1 − 2D
[[[12]3][45]]
2 + 2D
[[[15]3][42]]
2 + 2D
[[[13]5][42]]
2 + 2D
[[[13]2][45]]
2 − 2D
[[[12]5][43]]
2
− 2D
[[[15]2][43]]
2 +D
[[[43]5][12]]
2 +D
[[[45]3][12]]
2 −D
[[[43]2][15]]
2 +D
[[[42]3][15]]
2 −D
[[[42]5][13]]
2
−D
[[[45]2][13]]
2 −D
[[[[43]5]1]2]
2 −D
[[[[45]3]1]2]
2 +D
[[[[43]2]1]5]
2 −D
[[[[42]3]1]5]
2 +D
[[[[42]5]1]3]
2
+D
[[[[45]2]1]3]
2 +D
[[[[15]3]4]2]
2 +D
[[[[13]5]4]2]
2 −D
[[[[12]5]4]3]
2 −D
[[[[15]2]4]3]
2 −D
[[[[12]3]4]5]
2
+D
[[[[13]2]4]5]
2 + 24D
[[[12]5][34]]
5 − 24D
[[[12]3][54]]
5 + 12D
[[[12]3][45]]
7 + 24D
[[[12]4][53]]
7
+
1
2
K [[[[13]6]2][45]] −
1
2
K [[[[13]2]6][45]] + 3K [[[[13]2]4][56]] + 2K [[[15]3][[24]6]] − 5K [[[15]4][[23]6]]
+ 2K [[[14]2][[36]5]] + 2K [[[14]2][[56]3]] −
9
2
K [[[[14][25]]3]6] −K [[[[13][56]]4]2] +
23
2
K [[[14][25]][36]]
+ 6K [[[15][46]][23]] −
1
2
K [[[16][45]][23]] . (C.5)
This is almost what we need but a few terms need to be added to the LHS to cancel some terms.
To cancel the remaining J-term we use the fact that
Ds(2X
4123
2 − 2X
1324
1 + 2X
1342
2 ) ∼ J
1234 − J3412 −D
5[12]34
5 +D
53[12]4
5
−D
[12]453
5 +D
345[12]
5 −D
[12]534
7 +D
34[12]5
7 , (C.6)
so that defining
S = X
[[41][23]]
2 −X
[[13][24]]
1 +X
[[13][42]]
2 + 2Y
[[[12]3][45]]
2 − 2Y
[[[12]4][35]]
2 (C.7)
we get
DsS ∼ J
[[12][34]] + 2D
[[[12]5][34]]
5 − 2D
[[[12]3][54]]
5 +D
[[[21]3][45]]
7 + 2D
[[[12]4][53]]
7 . (C.8)
This takes care of the J , D5 and D7-terms on the RHS of (C.5).
To cancel the last unwanted terms we use the fact that
Ds(−Y
12435
4 + 2Y
24351
4 + 4Y
34512
4 − 2Y
23541
4 − 2Y
12345
4 )
∼ −
1
2
(−A315423 −A
13524
3 + 4D
21354
2 − 4D
12345
2 ) +A
15423
3 +A
35241
3 − 4D
13542
2 + 4D
23451
2
+ 2(−A452313 −A
25413
3 + 4D
53421
2 − 4D
43512
2 )−A
14253
3 −A
32451
3 + 4D
15432
2 − 4D
24531
2
+A314523 +A
13254
3 − 4D
21534
2 + 4D
12435
2 . (C.9)
Defining
T = −Y
[[[12]4][35]]
4 + 2Y
[[[24]3][51]]
4 + 4Y
[[[34]5][12]]
4 − 2Y
[[[23]5][41]]
4 − 2Y
[[[12]3][45]]
4
+ 8Y
[[[14]5][23]]
6 − 12Y
[[[45]2][13]]
6 − 4Y
[[[13]2][45]]
6 − 4Y
[[[12]3][45]]
6 − 4Y
[[[13]4][52]]
6
+ 4Y
[[[52]3][41]]
6 + 4Y
[[[53]4][12]]
6 (C.10)
23
then gives, using the identity satisfied by A3,
DsT ∼ −4A
[[[14]2][53]]
1 − 4A
[[[12]3][54]]
1 − 4A
[[[12]4][53]]
1 + 4A
[[[54]2][13]]
1 + 4A
[[[52]3][14]]
1
+ 4A
[[[52]4][13]]
1 + 2D
[[[12]3][45]]
2 − 2D
[[[13]2][45]]
2 − 2D
[[[13]5][42]]
2 − 2D
[[[15]3][42]]
2
+ 2D
[[[12]5][43]]
2 + 2D
[[[15]2][43]]
2 − 2D
[[[42]3][15]]
2 + 2D
[[[43]2][15]]
2 − 2D
[[[43]5][12]]
2
− 2D
[[[45]3][12]]
2 + 2D
[[[42]5][13]]
2 + 2D
[[[45]2][13]]
2 − 4K
[[[[13]2]4][56]] + 2K [[[15]3][[24]6]]
+ 2K [[[15]3][[46]2]] + 6K [[[15]4][[23]6]] + 2K [[[14]5][[36]2]] − 4K [[[14]2][[36]5]]
− 4K [[[14]2][[56]3]] − 2K [[[[13][56]]4]2] +K [[[[14][25]]3]6] + 4K [[[14][56]][23]] +K [[[16][45]][23]] ,
(C.11)
where the K-terms have been simplified. This gives the last terms we need to construct F0,2 at
order α′4, (5.31).
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